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Abstract—It is known that adverse environments such 
as high reverberation and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
pose a great challenge to indoor sound source localization. 
To address this challenge, in this paper, we propose a 
sound source localization algorithm based on probabilistic 
neural network, namely Generalized cross correlation 
Classification Algorithm (GCA). Experimental results for 
adverse environments with high reverberation time T60 up 
to 600ms and low SNR such as ‒10dB show that, the 
average azimuth angle error and elevation angle error by 
GCA are only 4.6º and 3.1º respectively. Compared with 
three recently published algorithms, GCA has increased 
the success rate on direction of arrival estimation 
significantly with good robustness to environmental 
changes. These results show that the proposed GCA can 
localize accurately and robustly for diverse indoor 
applications where the site acoustic features can be 
studied prior to the localization stage.  
 
Index Terms—Sound source localization (SSL), direction 
of arrival (DOA), generalized cross correlation (GCC), 
probabilistic neural network (PNN), machine learning. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
OCALIZATION techniques have been widely used in both 
outdoor environment [1] and indoor environment [2]. 
Diverse types of sensors including acoustic sensors, 
electromagnetic sensors, and optical sensors have been adopted 
for localization. Sensor nodes with acoustic microphones [3] 
with low power consumption were used in wireless sensor 
networks. In [4], localization on the basis of dense passive 
radio-frequency identification tag was proposed. Laser range 
finder [5] was installed on mobile robot to localize in 
environment where glass walls surrounded. RGB-depth camera 
in the light of two-dimensional light detection and ranging 
technique was used for localization in [6]. In contrast to 
common device-enable technology [7], device-free technology 
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[8] to localize targets that do not carry any device also has 
appeared. Among localization techniques, indoor sound source 
localization (SSL) has important applications in a wide range of 
scenarios. For example, robots can localize the sound source to 
assist to detect unknown defect in smart factory. Furthermore, 
in smart hospital, robots can attend to patients by localizing 
sound source. Moreover, camera can be automatically steered 
for speaker localization in smart meeting room. In terms of 
security monitoring, robots can go on patrol and look for sound 
source caused by people breaking in. Therefore, indoor SSL has 
received a lot of attention [9] [10] in the past decades. 
The existing SSL technologies can be categorized into three 
groups: viz, time delay estimation method, beamforming 
method, and machine learning method. The time delay 
estimation method is based on computing the time difference of 
arrival (TDOA). One widely used technique for TDOA is the 
generalized cross correlation (GCC). As reverberation and 
noise cause ambiguities in TDOA estimation, many efforts 
were made to address this problem. These works employed 
various types of microphone arrays, such as linear array [11], 
circular array [12], distributed array [13], and 
arbitrarily-shaped non-coplanar array [14]. The second class is 
the beamforming method, which can be classified into subspace 
approaches and beamscan approaches. Subspace approaches 
exploit the orthogonality between signal and noise subspaces. 
Two famous subspace algorithms are multiple signal 
classification (MUSIC) and estimation of signal parameters via 
rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT). Beamscan 
approaches can localize the array signals into one specific 
direction. A well-known technique is steered response power 
phase transform (SRP-PHAT), which is adopted by many 
beamscan approaches [15]-[18]. The machine learning methods 
are more emerging approaches and a few attempts have been 
made in the literature. Most of the works are supervised 
learning methods, including support vector machine [19], 
multilayer perceptron neural network [20], and Gaussian 
mixture model [21]. Besides, a semi-supervised learning 
algorithm based on manifold regularization [22] was proposed. 
Although the above great works have been done to propose 
effective localization algorithms, there are still two more major 
challenges to be addressed further. The first issue is the 
accuracy of direction of arrival (DOA) estimation in high 
reverberant environments. As indoor environments are echoic, 
the reverberation caused by multipath propagation introduces 
spectral distortions and therefore severely deteriorates DOA 
estimation. Secondly, spectral characteristics of undesired 
background noise can be the same as the source signal. As such, 
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the DOA estimation accuracy is severely degraded in low 
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) environments. Therefore, more 
effort is needed to improve the DOA estimation accuracy for 
SSL in these adverse environments. Among the applications, an 
important category exists where the acoustic features of the 
physical rooms can be pre-studied before localization. In this 
case, the acoustic features including the room impulse response 
(RIR) can be evaluated before any localization is performed, 
which makes machine learning methods the right tools. This 
kind of data driven training methods can be more effective 
especially when the environment is too complex to be modeled. 
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic neural network 
(PNN) based SSL algorithm for the applications where 
pre-localization site survey is possible. Compared with other 
existing machine learning methods, the most important 
advantage of PNN is that it does not require any iterative 
training. In addition, the GCC feature is adopted to robustly 
represent the sound source position, making the training 
procedure effective in reverberant and noisy environments. 
Finally, the proposed weighted location decision method 
improves the accuracy of the DOA estimation by revisiting and 
accessing the probabilities of the adjacent clusters. Owing to 
these novelties, the results show that the proposed algorithm 
can perform more accurate SSL than existing methods in the 
adverse environments. The performance is proven to be robust 
too, when room environment and/or geometry varies. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this section, we present the SSL problem to be addressed. 
We consider the problem of stationary single source 
localization inside a 3-dimensional rectangular enclosed room. 
The location of the source is arbitrary inside the room. A 
stationary microphone array which consists of M microphones 
is used to receive sound signals inside the same room. Through 
these fixed microphones in the array, we can receive the signal 
transmitted from the source directly and the delayed replicas of 
the source reflected by room surfaces. The mth microphone can 
be represented as Mm 
with [1, ]m M∈ . When the sound wave 
hits a surface such as a wall, a floor or a ceiling, part of the 
wave is absorbed by the surface while the rest is reflected back 
into the room. We assume that the sound wave is reflected by 
the surfaces with the angle of incidence equal to the angle of 
reflection. Therefore, the received signal at each microphone is 
a mixed signal, consisting of the signal transmitted from the 
source directly and the delayed replicas of the source which are 
reflected and attenuated. 
If the source signal is s(t), the received signal xm(t) at the m
th 
microphone can be expressed as  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m m mx t h t s t n t= ⊗ + ,                          (1) 
where  denotes convolution. nm(t) is the noise at the m
th 
microphone, which is uncorrelated with s(t) and those noises at 
other microphones [9]. hm(t) is the RIR which contains the 
multipath propagation and attenuation information between the 
sound source and the mth microphone. hm(t) varies with sound 
source and the mth microphone positions. By assuming the 
received signals set X = [x1,  x2, …, xM]
T, RIR set H = [h1, h2, …, 
hM]
T and noise set N = [n1, n2, …, nM]
T, (1) can be written as 
( )X H s t N= ⊗ + .                                 (2) 
If we divide a room into a set of space clusters whose 
volumes are small enough, each space cluster can be 
represented by a unique 3-dimensional coordinate inside it. To 
cope with the high computational burden, the regressive SSL 
inside a 3-dimensional room can be transformed into a 
likelihood based nonlinear classification problem. Therefore, 
the classifier can decide which particular cluster the source 
belongs to, as shown in Fig. 1. In this classification problem, 
each space cluster is a category and a total number of K 
categories can be created, i.e. C = [c1, c2, …, cK] and ci 
3∈R  
with i [1, ]K∈ . The complexity of the classification grows with 
the increase of K for finer-grained clusters, which leads to a 
more accurate localization if the classification is successful. All 
the K categories are possible solutions and each possible 
solution ci has a set of features featurei that decide the 
probability of ci being the final solution. Based on the features 
and the received signals set X, a dedicated classifier classifies 
the source into one cluster cs, whose unique coordinate 
representative is [dx,s, dy,s, dz,s]. cs is the solution of the 
classification problem while [dx,s, dy,s, dz,s] is the solution of 
SSL problem. This classification problem by classifier function 
classify(·) can be summarized as 
cs = classify(X, 
 
i
i
feature
∀
∑ ).                       (3) 
Assume the actual source location is [sx, sy, sz] inside the 
cluster csource. Even the classification solution is wrong if cs ≠ 
csource, the regression localization error ε can be evaluated as 
( ) ( ) ( )22 2, , ,x s x y s y z s zd s d s d sε − + − + −= .                 (4) 
The DOA results in terms of θ and ϕ can be obtained from 
, , ,sin cos ; sin sin ; cosx s m y s m z s md x r d y r d z rθ φ θ φ θ= + = + = + , (5) 
where xm, ym and zm are coordinates of the microphone array. r 
denotes the distance between the cluster cs and array center. θ 
[ 90 , 90 ]∈ − +   is the elevation angle, from r’s orthogonal 
projection onto the xy-plane towards the positive z-axis. ϕ 
( 180 , 180 ]∈ − +   is the azimuth angle, from the positive x-axis 
towards the positive y-axis, in terms of r’s orthogonal 
projection onto the xy-plane. 
 
Fig. 1.  Space cluster classification for SSL 
If the longest diagonal inside one cluster is l, ε is bounded by 
l when the classification is correct. If the classification is 
incorrect but cs is an adjacent cluster of csource, it is still possible 
to have ε bounded by l. Therefore, the localization error 
bounding depends on the correctness probability of the 
classification as 
P( | ) 1
s source
l c cε ≤ = = ; P( ) P( )
s source
l c cε ≤ ≥ = .              (6) 
To minimize ε, therefore, we need an efficient and accurate 
classifier which is with high classification correctness rate and 
affordable computational complexity. In the next section, we 
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will present the details of the proposed SSL algorithm based on 
the PNN classifier. 
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The relationship between the source position and the 
recorded signals at microphone array is nonlinear. We adopt 
PNN [23] as the classifier, because PNN is more suitable for the 
nonlinear multi-classification problem. PNN contains four 
layers, i.e. input layer, pattern layer, summation layer and 
decision layer successively. With this classifier, we propose a 
GCC classification algorithm (GCA) to solve the classification 
problem formulated in Section II.  
A. GCC Feature Extraction 
In order to generate the input vector space I for the PNN, we 
need to extract features from the signals at microphone array. 
The feature of each received signal is unique. Meanwhile, as 
each sound source is located at a unique position, there is a 
one-to-one correlation between the received signals and source 
positions. For a machine learning algorithm to provide good 
solution, it is essential to select well-defined features prudently 
for the training. The reason is that the probability densities of 
the category patterns are unknown initially. The derivation of 
these probability densities solely relies on these selected 
features. GCC is an ideal candidate to be used as feature, since 
it contains all the needed information for DOA estimation and 
is reliable in reverberant and noisy environments. 
GCC varies across different frames. Taking the silent frame 
as an example, GCC is mainly due to the noise. In this case, if 
we directly use GCC in a single frame as the feature, it is not 
representative. Therefore, GCC from higher SNR frames need 
to be evaluated with higher weightage, while the rest are with 
lower weightages or even neglected. In our method, GCC from 
all frames are weighted and summed to be the feature [20], 
namely GCC feature. As GCC and the weights for each frame 
are different, GCC feature is unique. The length L of each frame 
is selected based on compromise between good spectral 
resolution and small bias and variance. Therefore, a vector 
consisting of L GCCs can be extracted for each frame. Assume 
that the source signal consists of totally F frames. We use 
l
fGCC  to represent the l
th GCC corresponding to the fth frame 
of the source signal, with [1, ]l L∈ and [1, ]f F∈ . The GCC 
feature corresponding to one sound source can be expressed as 
1 1
F L
l
f f
f l
GCC w GCC
= =
= ⋅∑ ∑ ,                        (7) 
where                          
1
1 1
L
l
f
l
f F L
l
f
f l
GCC
w
GCC
γ
γ
=
= =
=
∑
∑∑
,                              (8) 
denoting the weight of the fth frame. γ is a tuning parameter.  
To localize a sound source by an M-microphone array with 
M≥2, we can compute a total number of M(M−1)/2 GCC 
features using (7), with each corresponding to one microphone 
combination. These M(M−1)/2 GCC features are grouped 
together to form the complete GCC set corresponding to the 
sound source. Therefore, more accurate SSL can be achieved 
with more microphone combinations, but at the expense of 
higher computational complexity in GCC feature extraction. 
B. Training 
At the beginning of the training, the enclosed room is divided 
into a number of K equal-dimension rectangular clusters, 
namely c1, c2, …, ci, …, cK with [1, ]i K∈ . This dividing 
procedure is defined as cluster(Dim, K), where the dimension 
of each cluster Dim depends on the required localization 
accuracy. Assume that ni is the total number of training samples 
taken inside the ith cluster, we can define four vector spaces, 
namely X={Xi,j}, S={Si,j}, GCC={GCCi,j} and H={Hi,j}. Each 
Xi,j represents signals produced at the microphone array M 
when the jth training sample sound source Si,j inside the i
th 
cluster is placed, with j∈ [1, ni]. GCCi,j is the corresponding 
GCC feature extracted from Xi,j. Hi,j represents the 
corresponding RIR between M and Si,j. 
Given the sampling frequency of sound signal (fsample), the 
absorption coefficient of the room (αc), sound velocity in the air 
(vc), reverberation time (T60) and the noise in the room (N), the 
RIRs between the microphone array and sources can be 
computed [24]. This procedure is defined as RIR(fsample, vc, T60, 
N, αc, M, S). By convoluting H with S and adding N, we can 
produce the signal vector space X. After that, the GCC features 
GCC are extracted using (7). We define this procedure as GF(X, 
γ). Upon completion of the feature extraction, all features are 
supplied to PNN as the input vector space I. The number of 
neurons of input layer is equal to the dimension of input GCC 
feature vector. In pattern layer, the number of neurons equals to 
the total number of training samples placed to train the PNN. 
Therefore, there are ∑ K i=1 ni neurons in pattern layer. The 
neurons of the pattern layer map input GCC feature vector to a 
high-dimensional space and estimate corresponding 
probabilistic density by Gaussian kernel represented as  
, ,
, /2 2
( ) ( )1
( ) exp
(2 ) 2
T
i j i j
i j D D
GCC GCC GCC GCC
GCCϕ
π σ σ
 − −
= − 
 
, (9) 
where φi,j(GCC) is the Gaussian kernel function. σ is the spread 
parameter which represents the width of the Gaussian kernel. T 
denotes the transpose. GCC is the D-dimensional input GCC 
feature vector. GCCi,j is the center of the kernel. 
The output of each neuron in the pattern layer can be 
generated using (9) and all outputs are transmitted to the 
summation layer, in which the number of neurons equals K. By 
averaging the output of all neurons that belong to the same 
cluster ci, the summation layer computes the probability 
pi(GCC) of that input GCC feature being classified into the i
th 
cluster as 
, ,
/2 2
1
( ) ( )1 1
( ) exp
(2 ) 2
i
Tn
i j i j
i D D
ji
GCC GCC GCC GCC
p GCC
nπ σ σ=
 − −
= − 
 
∑ .(10) 
Assume the priori probability of occurrence of every cluster 
ci is hi, and the loss caused by misclassification decision for 
each cluster ci is coi. The decision layer neuron classifies the 
input GCC feature into cluster cs according to the Bayes’s 
decision rule [23] as 
( ) ( ),   s s s i i ih co p GCC h co p GCC i s× × > × × ∀ ≠ ,      (11) 
where ps(GCC) is the probability of GCC being classified into 
cluster cs. 
We assume hi and coi are unique for all the clusters, so that 
the GCC feature is classified into cluster cs as 
{ }arg max ( ), .s i ic p GCC c=                          (12) 
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We define this procedure as DA(GCC). pi(GCC) also is the 
probability of each training sample being classified into the ith 
cluster, as there is a one-to-one correlation between GCC and S. 
In terms of the output layer, there is only 1 neuron, as only the 
most probable class is chosen by the PNN. 
C. Localization 
Once the PNN is trained with the GCC features, the GCA 
continues to the second stage to localize the unknown sound 
source Su into one of the K clusters. As presented in Section III 
B, the probability of Su being classified into every cluster can be 
computed by PNN using (10), according to Su’s GCC feature. 
Therefore, the decision layer classifies Su into any of the K 
clusters cs using (12) with those computed probabilities. 
However, when the space cluster’s volume is small, it is 
difficult to distinguish which cluster the source actually 
belongs to and hence the rate of misclassification becomes 
higher. The situation gets worse when the actual source csource is 
close to the boundaries of two adjacent clusters. To solve this 
problem, we propose a weighted location decision method 
(WLDM) in GCA instead of using the PNN decision layer to 
classify directly, which is presented below. 
To guarantee
1
= 1
K
aa
p
=∑ , the softmax function is adopted to 
be the transfer function between the pattern layer and the 
summation layer. Thereby we can normalize the categorical 
probability distribution in the range of (0, 1) that adds up to 1. 
With the probabilities of all clusters computed, we select the ζ 
most possible clusters whose probability sum is less than a 
cluster size dependent on a threshold THR, i.e. 
1 aa
p THR
ζ
=
≤∑ . 
The selection starts from the cluster with top probability 
following the descending order, and stops before one additional 
cluster that will cause the probability sum to be higher than the 
threshold. After these ζ adjacent clusters are selected, we 
perform the localization through the following two steps, which 
are preliminary estimation and sample points estimation.  
Let Pa denote the central point chosen for the a
th cluster, with 
a∈ [1, ζ] and its Cartesian coordinates are xa, ya and za. The 
preliminarily estimated source position Ps with Cartesian 
coordinates xs, ys and zs are computed as 
1 1 1
;  ;s a a s a a s a a
a a a
x p x y p y z p z
ζ ζ ζ
= = =
= ⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅∑ ∑ ∑ .     (13) 
This procedure is defined as PE(pa, Pa). With (13), we can 
compute the distance la between the representative point of the 
ath adjacent cluster and the estimated source position by 
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2a s a s a sa yl x x y z z= − + − + − .            (14) 
The longer distance indicates that the actual source position 
is more likely to be far away from that particular cluster and 
hence its probability is supposed to be reduced. Therefore, new 
weight of the ath cluster which is inversely proportional to the 
distance can be derived by  
( )
( )
1
1/
,
1/
a
a
a
a
l
w
l
λ
ζ
λ
=
=
∑
                              (15) 
where wa is the new weight of the a
th cluster. 0<λ<1 denotes the 
controlling parameter. This procedure is defined as        
weightcluster(la, λ). 
In order to reduce the error further, we adjust the localization 
by more sample points in the second step. In each adjacent 
cluster, β sample points are selected to represent the cluster 
position more accurately. Similar to the new weights of cluster, 
β sample point weights can be computed by 
( )
( )
,
,
,
1
1/
,  
1/
a t
a t
a t
t
l
w
l
ρ
β
ρ
=
=
∑
                            (16) 
where la,t is the distance from P
 
s to the t
th sample point in the ath 
cluster with t [1, ]β∈ . wa,t denotes the weight for the t
th sample 
point in the ath cluster. 0<ρ<1 is the controlling parameter. This 
procedure is defined as weightsp(la,t, ρ). Therefore, we can 
decide the localization of cs through WLDM(wa, wa,t, Pa,t): 
, , , , , ,
1 1 1 1
, , ,
1 1
;   ;
,                                        (17)
x s a a t a t y s a a t a t
a t a t
z s a a t a t
a t
d w w x d w w y
d w w z
ζ β ζ β
ζ β
= = = =
= =
   
= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅   
   
 
= ⋅ ⋅ 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑
 
where xa,t, ya,t and za,t are Cartesian coordinates of the t
th sample 
point in the ath cluster. 
TABLE I  THE PSEUDO CODE OF THE PROPOSED GCA 
GCA(Train, Localize) 
begin 
Train(M, Dim, fsample, vc, T60, N, αc, K, ni, γ, S) // training stage of GCA 
begin 
    C=cluster(Dim, K); // divide the room into K clusters  
    for all i ϵ [1, K] 
        for all j ϵ [1, ni] 
            Hi,j=RIR(fsample, vc, T60, N, αc, M, Si,j); // compute the RIR  
            Xi,j=Hi,jSi,j+N; // obtain the signal at microphone array 
            GCCi,j=GF(Xi,j, γ); // extract GCC feature  
        end 
     end 
    pi(GCC)=DA(GCC); // train PNN 
end 
Localize(Su, γ, ζ, β, λ, ρ, THR); // localization stage of GCA 
begin 
    GCC=GF(Su, γ); pi(GCC)=DA(GCC); // compute the probability  
    for all a ϵ [1, ζ] 
        Ps=PE(pa, Pa); // obtain preliminary estimation of source position 
        wa=weightcluster(la, λ); // compute weights of clusters  
        for all t ϵ [1, β] 
            wa,t=weightsp(la,t, ρ); // compute weights of sample points 
        end 
    end 
    cs=WLDM(wa, wa,t, Pa,t); // obtain final source position 
end 
    return DOA=[θ, ϕ]; 
end 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Flow chart of the proposed GCA 
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The located position cs=[dx,s, dy,s, dz,s] is the solution of the 
GCA in Cartesian coordinates and [θ, ϕ] is the DOA results 
which can be computed by (5). The pseudo code of the 
proposed GCA is summarized in Table I. The function 
GCA(Train, Localize) consists of two sub-functions which are 
Train(M, Dim, fsample, vc, T60, N, αc, K, ni, γ, S) and Localize(Su, 
γ, ζ, β, λ, ρ, THR), representing the two stages of GCA 
respectively. Finally, the DOA (θ, ϕ) is returned as the outputs. 
The flow chart of the proposed GCA is depicted in Fig. 2. 
IV. SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, synthetic experiments are conducted to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed GCA while other 
three recently published algorithms presented in [14], [18], and 
[19] are employed to be the competing methods. 
A. Synthetic Experimental Setup 
A typical medium size meeting room with dimension as 
4.0m × 4.0m × 4.0m is simulated. The microphone array 
consists of six microphones, which are placed at M1=(1.8m, 
2.0m, 2.0m), M2=(2.2m, 2.0m, 2.0m), M3=(2.0m, 1.8m, 2.0m), 
M4=(2.0m, 2.2m, 2.0m), M5=(2.0m, 2.0m, 1.8m) and M6=(2.0m, 
2.0m, 2.2m). The source is placed on a sphere centered at the 
centroid of the room, with three different radius values 0.5m, 
1.0m and 1.5m. On each of the three spherical surfaces, the 
sound source is placed at 21 different azimuth values from ‒
160º to +160º and at 9 different elevation values from ‒60º to 
+60º, both with even intervals. In total, the sound source is 
placed at 567 different positions distributed in the room. In our 
experiments, omnidirectional microphones are adopted, with 
frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz and dynamic range of 
87dB. 
We use six microphones rather than other numbers to form 
the array with such spatial distribution mainly due to four 
reasons. Firstly, if microphones are distributed along each 
dimension of the space, position of the source can be better 
determined as the sound propagates via each dimension of 
room. Secondly, we only use 2 microphones along each of the 
three dimensions to minimize computational complexity. 
Thirdly, considering the tradeoff between computational 
complexity and validness of information obtained from cross 
correlations, we set the maximum distance between any two 
microphones to be 40cm. In addition, considering a test source 
can be placed anywhere in the room, by referring to the setup of 
competing method TDE [14], the center of microphone array is 
placed at the center of the room. 
A clean speech sampled at 8kHz as [25] is adopted to be the 
sound source. The 2.7-second speech (from 220Hz to 3.4kHz) 
is from the NOIZEUS database in American English language. 
The sound source is also omnidirectional in the setup. The 
reverberation time T60, which measures the time for the original 
sound to decay by 60dB, is set to be different levels as 0ms, 
100ms, 200ms, 400ms and 600ms. The longer T60 represents the 
higher reverberation in the room. The SNR in the room is set to 
be different levels as 10dB, 0dB, ‒5dB and ‒10dB, where the 
noise is additive noise. The duration of each frame of the 
speech signal is chosen to be 0.064s and the overlap rate 
between two frames is set to be 62.5%. As the maximum 
distance between any two microphones of the array is 0.4m, the 
maximum possible time delay is 1.17ms by assuming the sound 
speed in the air being 343m/s. As the sampling rate is 8kHz, the 
maximum delay number in samples is 10. Therefore, for a 
microphone pair, the first 10 cross correlations contain the valid 
information. However, in case of missing validity, we select the 
first 16 cross correlations to be the feature. As there are totally 
15 microphone combinations for cross correlation computing, 
the dimension of the GCC feature vector applied to the input 
layer is 240. Therefore, the input layer consists of 240 neurons. 
In the training stage of our synthetic experiments, the room is 
divided into 4096 equal-dimension rectangular space clusters 
with dimensions as 0.25m× 0.25m× 0.25m each. The sound 
source is randomly and successively placed in each cluster only 
once, i.e. ni =1, as the cluster volume is small. Therefore, a total 
of 4096 complete GCC feature sets are extracted. In this case, 
both pattern layer and summation layer consist of 4096 
neurons. For the spread parameter σ, a small σ will cause 
overfitting while a large σ will result in underfitting. In practice, 
by referring to [23], σ can be selected from 3 to 10. In our 
experiments, we set its value to be 5. For the WLDM, we select 
the 15 most possible clusters whose probability sum is less than 
0.004. For the controlling parameters, both λ and ρ are set to be 
0.25 while γ is set to be 2. In each adjacent cluster, 8 vertexes 
are selected as sample points to represent the cluster position 
more accurately. 
B. Implementation 
We perform the synthetic experiments to compare our results 
with three recent methods, which are time delay estimation 
method TDE [14], beamforming method TL-SSC [18], and 
machine learning method LS-SVM [19]. In the synthetic 
experiments, Dim, T60, αc, and SNR are all required by our 
proposed method and the competing methods. As the 
author-shared codes of TDE and TL-SSC are available online at 
[26] and [27] respectively, we select these two algorithms as 
competing methods. This helps to avoid any potential errors 
when modeling the algorithm by non-authors so that the 
comparison is fair and valid. As the TL-SSC is an improved 
version of the widely used SRP-PHAT algorithm, we do not 
adopt the original SRP-PHAT algorithm as a competing 
method. For LS-SVM, we collect the TDOA features as its 
original paper [19] for training. In addition, as LS-SVM 
algorithm transforms localization to be a pure classification 
problem, we assume that the estimated sound source position is 
at the centroid of the cluster where it is classified into. 
Furthermore, the performances of these competing methods 
degrade if we adopt our microphone array setup into their 
methods. To make fair comparison, therefore, the microphone 
arrays for these three competing methods are setup in the same 
way as given in their original papers, [14], [18], and [19] 
respectively. What’s more, to improve RIR computation 
efficiency, fast image method [24] is adopted and the source 
code is available online at [28]. All the four methods are 
implemented in Matlab and run by a workstation with 32GB 
RAM and dual Intel Xeon 2.4GHz processor E5-2630 V3. 
C. Results and Discussion 
Validation on Feature Extraction 
The first experiment is to examine the effectiveness of GCC 
features. Simulations are performed in four different 
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environments with SNR decreasing from 10dB to –10dB, when 
T60 = 0ms, as demonstrated by (a) to (d) of Fig. 3. With the same 
acoustic environment as in each subplot, we repeated the 
extractions for three times which are separated by the two black 
lines. It can be seen that the computed GCC features in yellow 
color patterns demonstrate good representativeness for the 
testing clusters. The contrast between the yellow patterns and 
the blue regions becomes more distinctive when SNR rises 
from –10dB to 10dB. This shows that the GCC feature 
representativeness is more reliable when SNR is high. Similar 
regularity can be observed when SNR is fixed and T60 varies, 
where GCC feature is more reliable when T60 is low. 
 
                            (a)                                                         (b) 
 
                             (c)                                                         (d) 
Fig. 3.  GCC features extracted from different SNR when T60=0ms 
Impact of Reverberation and SNR 
With the validated GCC features, we perform the SSL using 
GCA and compare the performance. Because most of the SSL 
applications are to localize the source directions, we adopted 
the DOA as the performance metric. The results are 
summarized in Table II. A total of 20 different acoustic 
environments are created by varying SNR from 10dB to –10dB 
and T60 from 0ms to 600ms. With each environment, the DOA 
estimation error (DEE) in terms of the mean error and standard 
deviation of ϕ and θ are collected from the 567 localized 
positions. To evaluate the performance with the different 
accuracy requirements, the localization successful rate for 
DOA estimation (SRDE) is defined. SRDE(αº) presents the 
percentage of localizations with both ϕ error and θ error less 
and equal to ± αº out of the 567 localizing. 
In Table II, the results of SRDE(10º), SRDE(20º) and 
SRDE(30º) are provided. When SNR is fixed and T60 varies 
from 0ms to 600ms, the accuracy generally drops for every 
algorithm. Similar trend can be observed when T60 is fixed and 
SNR decreases. However, SRDE is not always increasing with 
the increased SNR. In some scenarios, such as very long T60, 
SRDEs may not strictly increase with the SNR. This shows that 
when reverberation is severe, a little vary of SNR will not affect 
the SRDE significantly. If we compare across different 
algorithms, the proposed GCA outperforms other three 
algorithms significantly. SRDE(30º) of GCA is 100% when T60 
is low, regardless of SNR, and drops to 69.8% in the worst case 
of T60 = 600ms and SNR = ‒10dB. 
For TDE and TL-SSC, SRDE(30º) achieves 54.9% and 64.2% 
in the best case of T60 = 0ms and SNR = 10dB. With adverse 
environments, however, the SRDE of TDE and TL-SSC drops, 
which shows that high reverberation and low SNR affect the 
localization effectiveness of these two algorithms. When αº is 
small such as 10º, the baseline successful rate by random 
localization should be (20º/360º) × (20º/180º) = 0.62%. In the 
most adverse environment, TDE provides low SRDE(10º) 
slightly better than this baseline rate. Nevertheless, this can still 
reasonably show that TDE performance will drop for more 
adverse environments.  
For LS-SVM, the results for T60 = 600ms are left blank in 
Table II, as the provided source code of fast image method 
encounters errors in this case. To avoid inappropriate 
implementation of LS-SVM, we present and discuss the results 
of LS-SVM when T60 varies from 0ms to 400ms only. The 
results show that LS-SVM has performance similarly to TDE 
and TL-SSC in terms of accuracy for low reverberation and 
high SNR but drops in very adverse environments. 
When SNR = ‒10dB, the SRDEs by the competing 
algorithms with longer T60 are sometimes slightly higher than 
those with shorter T60. It shows that these algorithms are more 
sensitive to the extremely low SNR. When the signals are very 
weak, the algorithms are significantly affected by the noises.  
The averages of DEEs and SRDEs under the twenty different 
environments are computed for each algorithm. They are 
plotted in Fig. 4(a) and (b) respectively. In Fig. 4(a), the 
average of mean errors of azimuth angle and elevation angle by 
GCA are only 4.6º and 3.1º respectively, indicating that it can 
estimate DOA very accurately. In contrast, the DEEs of other 
algorithms are significantly higher. Comparing with the best 
performance among the three competing algorithms, GCA can 
localize with average of 88.6% and 83.8% reduced ϕ error and 
θ error respectively, for all the 20 acoustic environments. In Fig. 
4(b), the average SRDE(10º), SRDE(20º) and SRDE(30º) by 
GCA can achieve 87.5%, 94.4% and 96.9% respectively. On 
the other hand, the averages of SRDEs of other three methods 
in the 20 different acoustic environments are significantly 
lower. Compared with the best performances among the three 
algorithms, GCA improves averages of SRDE(10º), SRDE(20º) 
and SRDE(30º) by 81.1%, 74.1% and 60.3% respectively. 
 
Fig. 4.  (a) DOA estimation errors (b) SRDEs with different requirements 
However, it should be noted that the significantly increased 
SRDEs by GCA are mainly contributed by several factors. The 
first one is the pre-localization site survey effort to collect the 
features, which is not needed by TDE and TL-SSC. Secondly, 
the 567 different positions tested in this experiment covered 
most of the positions in the room. Because the performance of 
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other competing algorithms may vary when testing at different 
positions, the consistent performance of GCA becomes 
significant when comparing the average SRDEs of 567 tests. 
What’s more, for LS-SVM, when the space cluster’s volume is 
small, it is difficult to decide which cluster the sound source 
belongs to. This is a reason why LS-SVM cannot achieve even 
higher SSL accuracy, meanwhile, it verifies the contribution by 
the proposed WLDM in GCA, which can solve this problem. In 
addition, the GCC features used in GCA is more robust 
compared to TDOA features used in LS-SVM. 
Robustness Validation 
In practice, when room geometry and acoustic features 
change, such as people movement, doors opening and closing, 
the validity of the collected training data varies. In this case, we 
need to ensure that the DOA by GCA is still accurate and robust 
even when the environment changes after training. Moreover, 
we also expect that the proposed GCA can perform well with 
sound sources at different frequencies. 
For the first experiment, we evaluate the robustness of GCA 
with respect to the change of reverberation time. We collect 
four groups of training data with SNR = –10dB, –5dB, 0dB and 
10dB respectively, when T60 = 200ms. Next, for each group, we 
vary T60 to 0ms, 100ms, 400ms and 600ms to reflect the actually 
changed T60 during localizing and collect the testing data from 
the 567 test positions. The results are summarized in Table 
III(A). The T60 = 200ms results collected as training data is the 
benchmark and highlighted in grey color. Compared to the 
benchmarks, the worst SRDE(30º) drops are 22.7%, 6.2%,     
1.1% and 0.5% respectively for the four groups. This shows 
that GCA is robust to T60 with SRDE(30º) even when T60 varies 
significantly, except the very adverse environment where SNR 
= –10dB and T60 = 600ms. 
For the second experiment, we validate the robustness of 
GCA with respect to the change of SNR. Similarly, we collect 
five groups of results with different T60 as 0ms, 100ms, 200ms, 
400ms and 600ms respectively when SNR = 0dB, as the 
training data. Next, we vary SNR to –10dB, –5dB and 10dB to 
reflect the actually changed SNR during localizing and collect 
the testing data from the 567 test positions. The results are 
summarized in Table III(B). The results with SNR = 0dB is the 
benchmark and highlighted in grey color. Compared to the 
benchmarks, the worst SRDE(30º) drops are 5.7%, 6.7%, 5.1%, 
29.4% and 36.2% respectively for the five groups. Therefore, 
GCA is robust to SNR except the very adverse environments 
where SNR = –10dB meanwhile T60 = 400ms and 600ms. 
For the third experiment, we illustrate the impact of 
frequency change on localization accuracy of GCA. We use 
two new sound sources [29] rather than human speech, i.e. 
machinery sound and telephone ring, whose frequencies are 
different from the preceding human speech source. We conduct 
the experiment under the conditions where SNR = –10dB and 
10dB, with T60 varying from 0ms to 600ms. All the setups are 
the same as those of human speech scenario. The results are 
summarized in Table III(C). Compared to the results of human 
speech scenario in Table II, when T60 = 0ms, 100ms, and 200ms, 
SRDE(30º) is almost unchanged for both of the two new 
sources. When T60 becomes higher with SNR = –10dB, 
SRDE(30º) of machinery sound increases a little while that of 
telephone ring decreases slightly. When T60 becomes higher 
with SNR = 10dB, SRDEs(30º) of both machinery sound and 
telephone ring drop slightly faster. However, on average 94.9% 
accuracy and 88.7% accuracy can still be achieved in terms of 
SRDE(30º) for these two new sound sources respectively. 
Therefore, we can conclude that, the localization accuracy of 
the proposed method is slightly affected by the changes of 
frequency, and therefore good performance still can be 
achieved when frequency changes. 
Impact by Different Test Set  
To evaluate the performances of the four algorithms with 
different test set, we re-compute the SRDEs of the four 
algorithms with 378 positions. To make sure we evaluated the 
competing algorithms in the correct manner, we have used the 
author-shared source codes of TDE and TL-SSC. These 
positions are obtained by removing the source positions on the 
spherical surface with radius = 1.0m, from the previous 567 
positions. During the experiment, the SNR is set to be –10dB, –
5dB, 0dB, and 10dB, while T60 varies from 0ms and 600ms. The 
results are summarized in Table IV. It can be observed that the 
three competing algorithms can perform relatively well when 
SNR is higher, i.e. SNR = 0dB and 10dB, compared with the 
cases where SNR is lower, i.e. SNR = –10dB and –5dB. 
However, GCA still outperforms them even with higher SNR. 
This shows that GCA performs better than other three 
algorithms when the sound source is either close to or far away 
from the microphone array in adverse environments. This better 
performance results from several factors, such as the acoustic 
feature studying, robust GCC feature, the proposed WLDM 
method, and consistent localization capability at different test 
positions in a room. 
Complexity Comparisons 
The computational complexities of the four algorithms at 
567 positions are summarized in Table V. For each T60, the 
presented CPU time and real processing time are the average 
results when SNR = –10dB, –5dB, 0dB and 10dB. As more 
than one core are called during computing, the CPU time is 
higher than the real processing time. From Table V, the 
machine learning based GCA and LS-SVM have dominating 
offline training, which consists of RIR computing, feature 
extraction and training. However, we can overcome this defect 
by taking further approximation with fast image method and 
using less training samples. In addition, offline training in the 
machine learning algorithm is only performed once for the 
fixed room. For GCA, the CPU time of the rest online 
localization only accounts for 0.88%, 0.55%, 0.32%, 0.13%, 
and 0.06% of the total CPU time for T60 = 0ms, 100ms, 200ms, 
400ms, 600ms respectively. This makes GCA especially 
suitable for the real-time localization applications when 
pre-localization site survey has already been done. In contrast, 
LS-SVM is computationally inefficient when the number of 
classification categories is large and the offline training costs 
more than 367334.3 seconds of CPU time. This validates the 
advantage of GCA on training speed compared with LS-SVM. 
TDE costs at least 32911.0 seconds of CPU time to generate the 
results of localizing 567 positions. In contrast, TL-SSC is the 
most computationally efficient algorithm among the four 
methods. The pre-localization look-up table (LUT) computing 
costs about 906.9 seconds CPU time and the localization costs 
around 755.4 seconds only. Compared with the time cost of 
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TABLE II  RESULTS OF THE FOUR ALGORITHMS AT 567 TEST POSITIONS 
SNR/dB  ‒10 ‒5 
T60/ms  0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 
GCA 
(Proposed) 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 1.8/1.6 2.4/2.0 5.1/5.0 12.7/14.0 22.8/28.2 1.2/0.9 1.3/1.1 2.1/1.8 5.4/6.6 10.8/15.3 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 1.3/1.1 1.7/1.3 3.6/3.2 8.7/9.3 14.3/15.0 0.9/0.7 1.2/0.9 1.5/1.2 3.6/3.9 7.0/8.3 
SRDE(10º) 100% 99.6% 84.3% 46.7% 27.7% 100% 100% 99.5% 81.8% 56.3% 
SRDE(20º) 100% 100% 97.9% 75.1% 55.2% 100% 100% 100% 96.0% 82.7% 
SRDE(30º) 100% 100% 99.8% 88.7% 69.8% 100% 100% 100% 98.4% 90.8% 
TDE[14] 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 87.2/53.1 86.9/54.1 82.4/54.8 83.2/51.5 86.7/54.0 72.8/57.3 68.4/54.2 66.7/53.0 76.2/55.4 79.7/56.7 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 43.7/32.9 44.7/32.1 43.3/31.5 42.8/30.4 43.1/31.5 38.7/29.6 39.7/31.6 39.3/31.4 39.7/29.5 40.7/29.6 
SRDE(10º) 0.9% 1.8% 1.4% 1.4% 0.9% 3.2% 3.2% 3.5% 3.0% 2.3% 
SRDE(20º) 3.5% 4.8% 4.4% 3.4% 4.4% 11.5% 10.9% 11.3% 8.6% 7.6% 
SRDE(30º) 9.7% 9.0% 7.9% 8.6% 10.2% 20.6% 18.3% 18.7% 17.6% 13.1% 
TL-SSC[18] 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 47.6/40.3 51.4/40.7 58.1/43.2 67.1/44.5 70.2/45.1 37.8/37.3 41.9/38.4 50.1/40.3 59.8/42.6 64.1/43.3 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 19.0/11.4 19.0/11.4 19.0/11.5 19.1/11.6 19.1/11.7 18.9/11.5 18.8/11.4 18.7/11.3 18.9/11.5 18.9/11.5 
SRDE(10º) 4.8% 5.5% 5.5% 3.5% 4.8% 3.9% 4.9% 3.0% 3.0% 3.7% 
SRDE(20º) 18.3% 15.3% 12.5% 7.9% 7.2% 27.0% 23.3% 16.0% 9.7% 9.7% 
SRDE(30º) 36.9% 31.9% 25.6% 18.0% 16.2% 43.9% 40.2% 33.0% 23.6% 21.3% 
LS-SVM[19] 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 46.0/39.9 57.5/43.7 70.2/48.5 58.9/43.0 - 26.4/31.4 27.6/29.6 52.7/45.2 60.9/46.7 - 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 36.2/26.8 36.6/26.1 39.0/28.2 39.2/27.7 - 33.6/24.3 34.5/25.9 35.9/25.5 39.3/29.2 - 
SRDE(10º) 3.9% 1.8% 1.6% 1.6% - 9.0% 7.8% 2.5% 3.0% - 
SRDE(20º) 13.4% 7.1% 6.5% 6.9% - 24.5% 20.3% 12.2% 7.2% - 
SRDE(30º) 23.3% 15.3% 12.5% 13.2% - 41.4% 35.3% 22.1% 16.1% - 
 
SNR/dB     0 10 
T60/ms  0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 
GCA 
(Proposed) 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 1.1/0.9 1.1/1.0 1.5/1.2 3.5/6.2 6.4/8.7 1.1/0.9 1.0/0.9 1.3/1.1 3.5/10.1 6.7/13.2 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 0.9/0.7 0.9/0.7 1.1/0.9 2.3/3.9 4.0/4.8 0.9/0.7 0.8/0.7 1.0/0.8 1.8/2.9 3.8/6.3 
SRDE(10º) 100% 100% 100% 93.5% 77.8% 100% 100% 100% 94.5% 81.7% 
SRDE(20º) 100% 100% 100% 99.0% 92.1% 100% 100% 100% 98.8% 91.0% 
SRDE(30º) 100% 100% 100% 99.5% 97.2% 100% 100% 100% 99.1% 94.5% 
TDE[14] 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 51.8/55.0 58.8/57.7 56.2/55.8 60.6/55.3 60.7/57.2 33.5/51.9 46.9/56.5 53.9/27.5 58.2/57.3 57.1/57.4 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 31.5/26.8 33.8/27.9 35.1/28.9 36.7/29.6 35.9/27.2 24.0/23.7 27.6/25.0 31.0/27.5 31.9/26.4 33.9/27.4 
SRDE(10º) 11.3% 6.9% 7.2% 4.9% 4.1% 26.1% 16.1% 12.5% 9.4% 8.1% 
SRDE(20º) 24.5% 20.8% 20.8% 17.3% 15.2% 35.5% 28.2% 25.4% 20.6% 19.9% 
SRDE(30º) 37.9% 33.3% 33.2% 27.0% 26.5% 54.9% 47.4% 42.9% 35.6% 36.5% 
TL-SSC[18] 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 29.2/33.9 34.0/36.2 42.7/39.5 53.3/41.1 59.2/42.2 20.2/28.6 22.8/32.3 30.5/36.0 44.3/39.8 52.7/41.8 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 18.9/11.6 18.7/11.4 18.6/11.4 18.7/11.4 18.8/11.5 19.5/11.2 19.2/11.3 18.6/11.3 18.6/11.4 18.7/11.3 
SRDE(10º) 6.7% 5.1% 3.9% 3.5% 3.3% 10.6% 9.5% 6.5% 3.5% 2.3% 
SRDE(20º) 35.8% 31.4% 22.4% 12.5% 10.8% 39.5% 41.6% 33.9% 18.5% 13.6% 
SRDE(30º) 51.0% 49.7% 39.5% 28.4% 24.5% 64.2% 61.4% 54.7% 36.2% 31.2% 
LS-SVM[19] 
ϕ error (mean/deviation)/º 24.3/28.0 22.8/27.7 39.9/43.5 53.7/51.9 - 29.3/38.9 27.7/35.5 24.2/28.9 29.1/29.1 - 
θ error (mean/deviation)/º 34.2/25.2 33.1/24.5 36.6/28.8 39.2/29.0 - 35.4/25.6 31.7/24.1 35.4/26.1 36.4/27.7 - 
SRDE(10º) 12.2% 10.4% 7.2% 3.0% - 9.4% 11.1% 10.6% 5.3% - 
SRDE(20º) 24.2% 26.3% 18.9% 11.1% - 21.2% 25.9% 24.7% 21.2% - 
SRDE(30º) 37.0% 40.7% 34.7% 23.1% - 38.0% 42.2% 37.6% 35.5% - 
TABLE III  (A) ROBUSTNESS VALIDATION FOR PROPOSED GCA WITH FIXED SNR AND VARYING T60 AT 567 TEST POSITIONS 
SNR/dB ‒10 ‒5 0 10 
T60/ms (train) 200 200 200 200 
T60/ms (localize) 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 
SRDE(10º) 67.2% 64.9% 84.3% 44.3% 35.1% 74.4% 76.9% 99.5% 76.4% 66.7% 69.0% 76.4% 100% 83.8% 79.5% 81.1% 86.1% 100% 94.2% 91.9% 
SRDE(20º) 96.3% 95.1% 97.9% 75.0% 64.2% 97.5% 98.2% 100% 96.5% 91.0% 96.8% 98.2% 100% 99.0% 97.0% 98.2% 98.8% 100% 99.8% 99.1% 
SRDE(30º) 99.5% 98.9% 99.8% 82.5% 77.1% 99.1% 99.5% 100% 99.5% 93.8% 100% 100% 100% 100% 98.9% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99.5% 
(B)  ROBUSTNESS VALIDATION FOR PROPOSED GCA WITH FIXED T60 AND VARYING SNR AT 567 TEST POSITIONS 
T60/ms 0 100 200 400 600 
SNR/dB (train) 0 0 0 0 0 
SNR/dB (localize) ‒10 ‒5 0 10 ‒10 ‒5 0 10 ‒10 ‒5 0 10 ‒10 ‒5 0 10 ‒10 ‒5 0 10 
SRDE(10º) 76.9% 86.8% 100% 96.0% 76.2% 95.1% 100% 83.4% 64.4% 92.4% 100% 68.8% 34.2% 72.8% 93.5% 72.7% 25.1% 58.9% 77.8% 68.4% 
SRDE(20º) 87.1% 98.4% 100% 99.8% 85.8% 100% 100% 98.8% 86.8% 99.8% 100% 96.8% 59.1% 90.8% 99.0% 95.6% 47.1% 80.1% 92.1% 92.2% 
SRDE(30º) 94.3% 99.3% 100% 100% 93.3% 100% 100% 99.5% 94.9% 99.8% 100% 99.8% 70.1% 94.7% 99.5% 99.4% 61.0% 88.7% 97.2% 96.6% 
(C)  RESULTS OF PROPOSED GCA BY SOUND SOURCES AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES WITH 567 TEST POSITIONS 
Source  Machinery sound Telephone ring 
SNR/dB  ‒10 10 ‒10 10 
T60/ms  0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 
GCA 
(Proposed) 
SRDE(10º) 98.9% 98.8% 87.7% 50.8% 26.6% 99.3% 99.8% 99.1% 84.1% 69.7% 100% 98.4% 71.6% 27.7% 12.7% 97.4% 97.7% 90.8% 47.6% 28.2% 
SRDE(20º) 100% 100% 98.9% 81.8% 55.9% 100% 100% 100% 94.0% 84.0% 100% 100% 93.3% 58.9% 37.0% 100% 100% 98.2% 77.3% 56.4% 
SRDE(30º) 100% 100% 99.5% 91.4% 71.6% 100% 100% 100% 96.8% 90.1% 100% 100% 98.1% 76.4% 52.9% 100% 100% 99.3% 88.7% 72.0% 
TABLE IV  RESULTS OF THE FOUR ALGORITHMS AT 378 TEST POSITIONS  
SNR/dB  ‒10 ‒5 0 10 
T60/ms  0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 0 100 200 400 600 
GCA 
(Proposed) 
SRDE(10º) 100% 99.5% 82.0% 48.9% 31.7% 100% 100% 99.2% 76.5% 57.9% 100% 100% 100% 91.8% 72.5% 100% 100% 100% 93.4% 80.1% 
SRDE(20º) 100% 100% 96.8% 73.8% 57.9% 100% 100% 100% 94.4% 79.4% 100% 100% 100% 98.4% 90.0% 100% 100% 100% 98.9% 91.3% 
SRDE(30º) 100% 100% 99.7% 87.3% 70.1% 100% 100% 100% 97.6% 87.8% 100% 100% 100% 99.2% 96.3% 100% 100% 100% 99.2% 93.9% 
TDE[14] 
SRDE(10º) 0.8% 2.1% 1.3% 1.6% 1.1% 3.2% 3.2% 3.4% 2.6% 1.9% 11.6% 7.9% 7.1% 5.0% 5.0% 27.5% 15.1% 15.1% 11.6% 9.8% 
SRDE(20º) 3.7% 5.0% 4.0% 3.7% 5.6% 11.9% 10.6% 11.9% 8.5% 8.2% 25.9% 20.6% 20.4% 18.8% 16.9% 36.5% 27.8% 28.3% 24.1% 19.8% 
SRDE(30º) 10.1% 10.1% 7.4% 9.8% 10.6% 20.4% 16.1% 20.1% 17.2% 13.2% 40.2% 32.5% 32.5% 28.0% 27.5% 55.0% 48.9% 44.7% 38.7% 37.0% 
TL-SSC 
[18] 
SRDE(10º) 4.5% 5.6% 5.6% 4.0% 5.0% 3.4% 4.2% 2.4% 3.2% 3.4% 6.1% 3.7% 3.7% 3.2% 3.2% 7.1% 6.6% 4.5% 3.1% 2.6% 
SRDE(20º) 16.7% 13.2% 12.4% 7.4% 7.4% 24.9% 21.4% 13.5% 9.0% 9.0% 33.9% 27.3% 20.4% 11.4% 8.5% 37.0% 39.2% 29.9% 16.4% 14.1% 
SRDE(30º) 35.4% 30.4% 24.9% 18.0% 15.9% 42.6% 38.6% 31.0% 23.0% 19.8% 48.2% 46.6% 36.5% 26.2% 22.5% 62.8% 58.0% 50.7% 33.8% 28.9% 
LS-SVM 
[19] 
SRDE(10º) 4.5% 2.4% 1.1% 1.1% - 10.3% 8.7% 2.1% 2.4% - 12.4% 11.4% 7.4% 3.2% - 10.6% 10.9% 12.4% 5.3% - 
SRDE(20º) 14.6% 8.5% 6.1% 6.6% - 25.9% 21.7% 13.0% 5.8% - 22.2% 24.6% 20.4% 12.4% - 23.0% 27.8% 26.7% 22.8% - 
SRDE(30º) 25.7% 16.7% 11.9% 11.6% - 44.7% 38.1% 22.5% 14.6% - 40.0% 39.4% 37.3% 23.3% - 42.2% 41.6% 40.2% 37.0% - 
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TABLE V  THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY BY CPU TIME (S) AND REAL TIME (S) AT 567 TEST POSITIONS 
  
T60=0ms T60=100ms T60=200ms T60=400ms T60=600ms 
CPU time Real time CPU time Real time CPU time Real time CPU time Real time CPU time Real time 
GCA 
(Proposed) 
Offline training 2747.7 1188.8 3950.4 2370.4 6012.1 4618.5 12865.6 11586.4 31067.4 29298.3 
Online localization  24.5 9.6 21.7 9.4 19.3 9.2 17.2 11.8 20.1 9.8 
TDE[14] Online localization 32911.0 30149.3 37023.8 34708.9 42052.5 39121.1 55222.1 51748.0 58945.9 55107.0 
TL-SSC[18] 
Offline LUT computing 906.9 653.1 894.7 643.6 898.4 643.4 941.9 717.3 927.1 716.2 
Online localization 743.5 583.4 741.9 576.9 755.4 580.5 843.9 699.3 810.4 686.9 
LS-SVM[19] 
Offline training 374300.9 28594.9 367334.3 29065.0 380892.9 32471.0 391769.3 37791.7 - - 
Online localization  21.4 9.6 18.2 8.5 18.5 8.8 19.9 8.4 - - 
TABLE VI  TRADEOFF BETWEEN LOCALIZATION ACCURACY AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AT 567 TEST POSITIONS  
K 512 4096 32768  K 512 4096 32768 
SRDE(10º) 86.9% 99.6% 99.8%   CPU time(s) Real time(s) CPU time(s) Real time(s) CPU time(s) Real time(s) 
SRDE(20º) 99.8% 100% 100%  Offline training 1891.8 252.5 3900.1 2255.5 140462.3 21071.5 
SRDE(30º) 100% 100% 100%  Online localization 3.8 0.6 23.1 9.8 3595.8 1815.5 
 
TL-SSC, GCA spends more CPU time. However, this 
computational overhead is acceptable considering the 
significant improvements of 82.6%, 74.1%, and 60.3% by GCA 
over TL-SSC for SRDE(10º), SRDE(20º), and SRDE(30º) 
respectively. 
Tradeoff strategy 
The number of clusters K is proportional to computational 
complexity. When K is small, although computational 
complexity is inexpensive, the features become inconsistent, 
resulting in degradation of localization accuracy. In contrast, if 
K is large, although the features become consistent, 
computational complexity becomes expensive or even 
unaffordable. Therefore, the quantity of space cluster division 
should be determined by making a tradeoff between 
localization accuracy and computational complexity. 
To illustrate this kind of tradeoff, we conduct experiments by 
varying K, in the environment where T60 = 100ms and SNR = –
10dB. K is set to be 512, 4096, and 32768, corresponding to 
cluster volume of 0.5m× 0.5m× 0.5m, 0.25m× 0.25m× 0.25m, 
and 0.125m× 0.125m× 0.125m. The results are summarized in 
Table VI. From the results, it can be observed that the 
complexity increases with the growth of K. When K=4096, 
compared to the case of K=512, SRDE(10º) is significantly 
improved by 12.7%, achieving to 99.6%, although the cost is 
some complexity increase. When K increases from 4096 to 
32768, SRDE(10º) can hardly be improved further, however, 
the complexity becomes very expensive. Therefore, we divide 
the room into 4096 clusters. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we address the problem of SSL in the 
challenging high reverberation and low SNR environments by 
proposing a novel machine learning based algorithm GCA. 
With GCC feature, the proposed GCA transforms the SSL 
problem into a likelihood based nonlinear classification 
problem by utilizing PNN, which is especially suitable for 
multiclass classification problem. In order to overcome the 
misclassification and estimate DOA more accurately, we 
propose WLDM in GCA. The experimental results have shown 
that GCA achieves more accurate DOA estimation. The 
average of mean values of azimuth angle estimation errors and 
elevation angle estimation errors of GCA are only 4.6º and 3.1º 
respectively. Compared with three recently published 
algorithms, GCA improves the best performances of average 
SRDE(10º), SRDE(20º) and SRDE(30º) by 81.1%, 74.1% and 
60.3% respectively. In addition, GCA performs robustly in 
different acoustic environments. This validates that the 
proposed GCA can localize very effectively for the applications 
when physical site acoustic features can be accessed before the 
localization stage. This data driven training method is 
especially suitable for the industry environments which are too 
complex to be modeled. 
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